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The Foreign Policy Centre e e

The Foreign Policy Centre is an independent think-tank com-
mitted to developing innovative thinking and effective solu-
tions for our increasingly interdependent world. Its mission
is to broaden perceptions of what foreign policy is, encourage
public debate about foreign policy goals and find new ways to
get people involved. The Foreign Policy Centre publishes
books and reports, organises high-profile conferences, public
lectures and seminars, and runs major in-house research Dro-



The Royal Commonwealth Society

The Royal Commonwealth Society (RCS) promotes under-
standing of peoples, cultures and governments in the
Commonwealth. Founded in 1868, the RCS provides a plat-
form for debate and meetings addressed by leading figures on
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1. Introduction:
Reinventing the Commonwealth

reinvent itself.

'e as it meets for
looks at how the
into a reality. It



fold further symbolises hopes of an African renaissance,
and the Commonwealth's commitment to democratic

1 bv a

Ministers'
the fire j
to projeot



elsewhere. But exchanging opposing views about global
economics or neocolonialism or calling for east-west
dialogue and world peace had littie practical value. The
Commonwealth was more a debating society than an
organisation which sought to deliver. The
Commonwealth is flot the United Nations - and there is
no point in seeking to emulate it by being a smaller,
weaker and equally-divided organisation. As it does not
need to embrace every single state in the world, the
Commonwealth can avoid the lowest common denomni-
nator politios of the UN where the General Assembly
becomes a talking-sho-p, orizanisational reform is

agree.



bership, the Commonwealth might have to suspend

eoples from every



states like Iraq, Cuba, Serbia and North Korea which
seek to stand outside the world economy, nor those
developed countries like France, Japan and the United
States which are schizophrenic, and often have strong
protectionist instincts when it suits them.

The Commonwealth believes in countries having
ownership over their own development. It does not
believe that successful development can be managed
from outside. It wants the world's multilateral institu-
tions and donor communities to work in genuine part-
nership to empower legitimate governments which
accept their rights and responsibilities: their democrat-
ic mandate to govern their societies, and the need to do



Making the Commonwealth consensus matter



on capacity-building and good governance, it will
engage more deeply to ensure that all members have the
ability to reach their goals and agree time-scales and
action plans to tackle problems. All Commonwealth
members need to play their part in making the
Commonwealth a seal of quality, a 'Commonwealth
Kitemark' for countries that are open and democratic,
where the rule of law and a strong civil society provide
the conditions for safe investment, whose members
have got themselves in shape for the global age.

But the reality will need to match this image.
Countries which are struggling may need extra help, but
those which do not try to uphold common values must



enable countries to have more control over their own



t.,

2. A prosperous Commonwealth:
Making globalisation deliver for
people

chal-
new



they used to pioket - and they have invited other
Commonwealth policy-makers and supporters inside to
discuss the CHOGM. As participants discuss 'interde-

pendnce' 'multilateralism', 'participatory develop-
ment', TF, 'non-tariff barriers in the Seattle Round' and
'CTFC cooperation' we seem to have moved from pas-
sionate protest to the sort of academic seminar which
could be taking place in any of the Commonwealth's uni-



Commonwealth countries rarely or neyer think in those
terms.

But a new 'Commonwealth Factor' could really add
value - and help members win more investment from out-
side the Commonwealth as well as from within it. At pres-
ent, the theoretical advantages are often squandered when
they are heavily outweighed by significant obstacles to
doing business successfully. If it can help its members



this does flot make it unusual in the Commonwealth. The
economies of Canada, Australia and New Zealand are
also among the most open in the developed world.

Thp flnmmnnwpa1th consensus has also enabled it to



Many Commonwealth countries have flot dleveloped
the conditions for prosperity:

Because corruption and poor accountability continue
to cripple growth and social development
Investors expected Nigeria to have similar or better
growth prospects than South Korea in 1965. But in the
last 25 vears, $225 billion of oil revenues were wasted



too: the inheritance of arbitrary borders, the shifting
ternis of trada against priinary-goods, cold war rivalries,
the ineffective use of aid to prop up corrupt regimes and
stîfle reform. We have known for decades why visiting
economists fail, but the governance and corruption
crises meant that strict conditionality was still seen by
many as a necessary evil by donors who didn't support
total disengagement. 13 The record shows that there is no
short-cut to success by imposing the 'right answer' from
outside - international efforts can oniy support internai
will to reform and help to build the coalitions fo~r it.
International organisations now say ail of the right
things. But servicîng them remains costly - donors have
promised to coordinate their activities but haven't
achleved it. The President of the World Banks a"diits
that "'1t is shameful that Tanzani4 must produce 2,400
reports each quarter for its donors". 14

Recause many countries do nQt yet have the oppotunity,
capacity, infrastructure or policies to compete success-
ftully.
Legitimate and weUl-intentioned governments face

imense challenges in turning tlieir countt4es around.
The burdeus of te past an be c4ipn I - andthe
Commonweath has played a Iea4lng rl ngtigdb
relief moving. It also needs to help its deeopn and
least developed countries get their voie hadin call-
tng for the trde libaralisation that willbnei ten 
the next WT round. The Commçonwealhsmn al
states, whtch are classlfied maiiily as iddle-inme
Colnin , alowant to us theComnelht

ensretha teir *hinerabiliy is recgie drpryb

14 RenenigteCommonwealth



are domestic.

mean

dies. But many of the biggest challenges
he ability to attract and absorb invest-
i export markets depends on developing
'ructure and know-how. That does not
:utilities and transport infrastructure,

Is and an effective police service, ports
lies which are efficient and do not deter

liquidity
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believe that the Commonwealth does have the potential
to be a force for growth in a global age - it can give its
members additional global reach, valuable practical
assistance and a real edge in global competition.

TUONS FOR PROSPERITY:-

and liberalisation in

fair-



that there isn't



a whole takes a broader perspective and acts as a vocal
constituency for reform.

Establishing the 'Commmonwealth Kitemark'

The Commonwealth, as an association based on values,
is well placed to help its members maximise the bene-
fits of good practice. The first step is to agree more
detailed frameworks for good practice, so that il can
help ail members achieve democratic accountability
and clean government, the necessary infrastructure and
a stable policy environment. The Commonwealth cani
then become a oualitv assurance of e00d Liovernance



dinosaurs who don't mean what they say.
This chapter lias shown how the Cor

strong consensus on economic questions
to add value, as long as it understands th.
good governance must go together and tha
the conditions for Qrowth is often a Dolit



shared



But it did also show, dramatically, how far the
Commonwealth has corne in recent years. It reacted in a
bolder and speedier way than ever before, and showed
how the Commonwealth is capable of doing things that
the UN and other bodies would find unthinkable - it
does flot regard military coups as 'internal matters'. The
Secretary-General spoke out before the news was con-
firmed to say that a coup "would be in contravention of
the Commonwealth's fundamental political values",
and would therefore "inevitably invite Pakistan's sus-
pension". This was confirmed within days in an emer-
gency meeting of the Commonwealth Ministerial Action
Grnîin ICMAGI. which was created in 1995. The



locratic Commonwealth evolved
Declaration: The birth of the modern C imonwealth - as

)nwealth on

How a



The Commonwealth's democratic consensus



are ail internationalists 110w".
It is flot just that this emerging consensus is more

widely shared within the Commonwealth than beyond it
- it is that the Commonwealth debate is much less stuck
in the past. The veto system on the UN Security Council
means that familiar 2 0 th century voices will continue to
shape much of the debate. For example, the positions
taken by the USA, EU nations, Russia and China over
NATO's intervention in Kosovo meant that the debate
was reported in terms of universal rights or western
imperialism. The debate within the Commonwealth has
a different shape and tone - with Nigeria, South Africa,
Bangladesh and many Caribbean states supportinp_ a



DEEPENING DEMOCRATIC ENGAGEMENT:



into a strategic mission statement, updated at the first
CHOGM of each decade.

Not just military dictatorships:
Clear and open action against abuses of shared values

When the Commonwealth established the
Commonwealth Ministerial Action Grouu) (CMAGI in



Ensuring equal ownership of action on democracy

By taking flrm and swift action against Pakistan, CMAG
showed that claims it would unfairly 'pick on' particu-
lar reizions or countries were unfounded. It had started



when invited by governments, and
es on judicial independence and the
n. While these ad hoc initiatives do
rerence, their coverage is inevitably
't amount to a comprehensive strate-
Commonwealth Good Governance
d be appointed to head a permanent



area the Commonwealth bodies, such as the



countries like Mozambique and Ghana have shown how
good progress on democracy and respecting the riglit to
oppose can be delivered. The Commonwealth needs to
ensure that those countries which aren't moving forward
are given the help they need, and that they are sincere in
their efforts, Problems differ from country to country,
and the severity of abuses differ greatly, but the
Commonwealth should ask for evidence of progress in
particular areas where concerns have been raised so that
its standards can. be credible. For example, Pakistan will



before the st at e is admnitted if necessary, and also indi-
cating any areas which a new state in -particular mav



4. The People's Commonwealth:
Enabling civil society

- or 'The People's



CHOGM - until 1993, NGO representatives had to mas-
querade as press and media representatives if they
wanted to be accredited. Since then, they have had a



The Commonwealth already has the infrastructure to
help members make their commitment to civil society a
reality. The Commonwealth Foundation provides an
interface between the officiai and unofficial
Commonwealths. Its board of Governors is made up of
the London High Commissioners of its member coun-
tries, and the Chair of the board is appointed by Heads
of Government. It receives £1.8 million directly from
Commonwealth member states, which it uses to fund
many of the professional associations and other proj-
ects. 26 The Foundation consulted with NGOs before



Even when governments do realise that NGOs' inde-
peucteuce from government does flot automatically
mean they oppose it, it cati be difficuit to gat the right
framnework in place given the kuowledge and cost
involved ln creating or reforming legal frameworks.



Questions of efficiency: do they cut their administra-
tion costs to a minimum? There are regular media sto-
ries about some NGO projects spending more than half
of their donations on administration rather than the
cause they serve. There are occasional cases of gross
malpractice. In 1996, the Australian National Audit
office found CARE-Australia guilty of funding its expan-
sion in Australia by inflating the price of relief goods in
the field.

Questions of legitimacy: are they in touch with the peo-



As Michael Edwards puts it "The reason xnany NGOs

are disappointed with their resuits at project level is



'Harare Declaration' for civil society, just as it had for
democracy.

Both governments and NGOs each need to sign the
same document - to show that they have put their mutu-
ai mistrust behind them and can work constructively
together to develop their societies. And governments
shouldn't this time agree to something about civil socie-
ty at CHOGM that they don't plan to impiement in a
domestic setting. Ail governments wiil be asked to pro-
pose an action plan and tîmetable for impiementation for
aereement with the Commonwealth Foundation.

pro-



will endorse at Durban, demonstrates the critical impor-
tance of participation in1 making development work -



5. Making the Commonwealth
del iver

The Durban CHOGM will be fuit of promise. But the
commitment of heads of government to tackle every-
thing from world development to corruption can only
he thp first sten, We have seen that the Commonwealth's



tools to implement it. Governments must ensure that
they put in place the structures to give the
Commonwealth presence, action and drive in the 100
weeks or so between CHOGMs. What do they need to
change?



has too often judged its success by how many meetings it
can set up, rather than on the practical results they
achieve. And so it organises a complex calendar of annu-
al, biannual and triennial meetings of different ministeri-
al groups - and tries to find a suitable theme the next time
the women's or education ministers are due to meet. So
the meetings are not always focused around the relevant
CHOGM goals or best-timed to maximise their impact.
And, if the Commonwealth did decide to focus on mov-



"You're just here to take the minutes". 0f course, the
Secretary-General's 'good offices' role means it is vital he
has a strong relationship with ail heads of government,
but this doesn't mean that he wiIl always be the
Commonwealths most effective voice on the world



been a great many reviews and audits of its efficiency
and financing. But this has flot done enougli to change
the Secretariat's culture, described by a numnber of peo-
pie in both governments and the Secretariat itself as too
hierarchical and out-of-date. In the age of email, it con-
tinues to employ a team of messengers and chauffeurs.
And this is only one symptom of a culture that many of
its own skilied staff find frustrating. Instead of encour-
aging them to use their individual initiative, it often
requires even small decisions to go through too many
Iaqvt-r. nf management for this small or2anisation to be



Reform CHOGMS so that they deliver

Now that the Commonwealth has the opportunity to

agree real reform, GHOGMs must not waste Urne making

rhetorical statements about the state of the world. Al

Commonwealth communiqués should end with a timed
ýI-, rnali-ci rloqh~r whRât the resDonsibilities of



General. The Secretary-General will also be continuing
to consuit ail members about potential ideas and to
check progress on action plans agreed, in particular
ensuring that the small states which are less likely to
host CHOGMs have clear opportunities to input. This
can ensure that there is continuity and sustained politi-
cal input throughout, as well as administrative over-
sight.

CHOGMs to mandate a clear role for the Secretary-



sections for Politics, Economics and Development,



6 The 'image thing': getting the
Commonwealth across



Everybody involved with the Commonwealth will tell
you that it lias "an image problem". But, before it can
tackle it, the Commonwealth needs a much better grasp
of what the image problemn is. It is often said in
Commonwealth circles that if only the Commonwealth
didn't have such a limited budget, it would make a bit
more of a splash; that the Commonwealth doesn't Liet



"sharpen the profile of the Commonwealth" found: "The
lack of knowledge of what the Commonwealth is and
does is profound. In some places there is no0 knowledge
full stop. Wrong perceptions are everywhere, especially
in the so-called old Commonwealth countries". 33

This is a problem for the Commonwealth. It can't be
useful if people think it is an imperial relic run by others,
rather than a shared tool of international cooperation. Its
attempts to influence change in Pakistan depend on its
being seen as engaging constructively, not pursuing an
outsiders' western agenda. Most of the things that the



The Commonwealth's reality problems

Can qovernments create an effective Comn



Debating ownership in the Commonwealth is a thorny
issue. For much of the post-war period, Britain saw the
Commonwealth as a 'Brit-bashing' organisation, while
most others feit that Britain stili wanted control. There
was then a hangover period when the attitudes were
reversed - other members asked 'when will Britain join
the Commonwealth' while Britain feit it couldn't get too
vigorously involved without being seen to take charge.
This period is now over. The current make up of the
British Foreign and Commonwealth Office ministerial
team strongly reflects both Britain's diversity and the
benefits of Commonwealth immigration to Britain.



behind its decision not to join - despite the Secretary-



ly. But these have only reached those in the know - and
too few of them. The Commonwealth should combine
their key points into a single up-to-date mission state-
ment which is updated at the first CHOGM of each
decade. This would provide a single clear statement of
Commonwealth values and activities, a strategic agenda
for policy-makers to deliver and judge themselves by
çrnrl q riq wàiv tri track nrnçyrp.qq nn Inonc,-tprm nnmmit-



Secretariat to the Queen's eventual successor as Head of

the Commonwealth - are decided in a fair and open



guarantee that countries are delivering high standards
on good governance, human rights and civil society -

as well as establishing a new form of international coop-
eration which empowers legitimate governments.

Make the Commonwealth Connections

The Commonwealth's image problemn will change as the
rpqlitv does. The aim will not be to Ret 1.6 billion peo-



are vital to understanding the kind of society we want to
live in.

But the Commonwealth could often project itself bet-

ter. The case for the Commonwealth in Britain can be



from a murky stitch-up at the last minute. The
Commonwealth should seek to lead the way in taking
this further. It should set formai times for nominations
to close and then arrange for public debates between the
candidates so that the Commonwealth's future can be
debated openly and new ideas thrown up; it should
seek to encourage a larger number and greater diversity
of candidates, perhaps by broadening the power to nom-
mnate (but flot to vote); and it should commit to having
an nnpn and contested election everv four vears rather



7. Conclusion:
The ý'Commonwealth Kitemark'

The Commonwealth is meeting in Durban because it
believîes that it can create a new Commonwealth.

We have seen that the Commonwealth lias m~ade more
progress in the 1990s than ever hefore - on globalisa-
tion, democracy and civil societyr and even its own
institutions, it lias not just foxrnd muc~h more to agree
on, it has begun to act strongIy on these valu~es. But this
bas only realIy been noticed by those clo8êly involyed
in it.

The Commonwealth lias been ablIe to chnge because
many of its members have transformed thmeves in
the 1990s. The most celebrated exaniple is South Africa,
but many othet countries have moved forward too.
Botswania hais shown that African economies can sus-
tan gr'owth an~d development; Nigeria has shiown even
the xmost milltary regimes can be replaced with vib:rant
demoraies; Inia seems to be leaving its poor growth

perfrmane eind and looks set to reducanmass pover-

tydaaial;mn ml0sae aeipoe hi

ecnme n uhdter niomna n rd



y put its imperial past behind it
Sglobal role. There have been
D- but Sierra Leone is seeking

much Commonwealth support,
is showing in Pakistan that it
,onstructively.
iave changed so much, there is
ilth opportunitV. We have seen



government-NGO relations. These are the essential con-
ditions for people-centred development, and they can
hçp tiirnpca intn à 'Commonwealth Kitemark' which is



nificant progress by the time it holds its 2003 CHOGM.
That way members will have a very clear idea of how
the Commonwealth will take its values seriously, of
what the benefits could be, and of whether they will
benefit from being part of this process.

If it starts now, the Commonwealth can prove that it is
a modern, relevant organisation which can be an effec-
tivP tnnl fnr its members. It will tackle the charee that it
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As the Commonwealth seeks to reinvent itself for the 21st
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